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Abstract

The design of a microstrip array antenna is examined from analytical and

experimental viewpoints.

The behavior of individual circular petch microstrip elemente is analyzed

with respect to radiation pattern and input impedance. The elements are

artanged in three difrerent arroy configurations whose performances a,re pre-

sented. The first confrguration is a 2 x I arrey coristtucted from elements

operating in the ?M11 mode. This configuration ia used ¿s a baseline with

which the performance of the othe¡ two conffgurations are compared. The

second configuration is a 2 x 10 array constructed hom T Mll mode elements.

The third configuration is a 2 x E array constructed from hybrid elements op-

erating in both the TMy and. ?M21 modes. The hybrid element was utilizæd

to investigate the feasibility of lowering the sidelobes of the array at high scan

angles from broadaide,

Seve¡al of the hybrid elements were constructed and te¡ted both individ-

ually and in an array of 3 elements. The experimental measuremente agreed

well with the theo¡etical results.
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Chapter L

Introduction

1.1 Background

Remotely piloted vehicles (RPVo) are unmanned aircraft that are controlled

f¡om a remote location, and which carry a payload into a¡eas which it would

not be safe or economical to do so otherwise. The military uses RPVs to

carry out missions whe¡e the risks of using a manned aircraft are unacceptable

or to augment the capabilities of manned airc¡aft. RPVs have been used as

decoys [1], and deliberate targets to nullify enemy su¡face to air missile syetems

and to acquire data on the performance of new anti-aircraft eyetems. RPVs

have also been used as platforms for jammers, data li¡k relay equipment, and

surveillance eengors. Some examples of surveillance sensors ¿re video cameras,

fo¡ward looking infrared carneras, and synthetic aperture r¿dars. RpVs olso

have potential civilian uses such ae border patrol, forest ffre detection, mine¡al

exploration, mapping, and as platforms for remote data relays.

The military expenditures on RPVs are estimated to be 12.5 billion dollars

US [2] for the L0 year period from 1984-94, The RPV ai¡f¡ames cost on the

order of $40,000 while the miseion payload can cost from 500,000 to 2 million

dollars. It is imperative that ¡eliable communicationo be maintained with



these vehicles. The vehicles require dependable secure downlinks to transmit

payload data and vehicle status data. RPVs require compact medium to high

gain antennas to t¡ansmit this information. These antennas may be complex

and relatively expensive if necessitated by operational demands.

Less sophisticated antenna designs are required during the development

of RPV control systems and payloads. These antennas have to provide the

gain required to obtain reliable payload data but compromises can be m¿de in

their electric¿l performance, ¡uch as allowing higher ¡idelobe levels. Compro-

mises can also be made in the mechanical speciffcations of the antenna such as

ruggedness, size and weight. The antenna de¡cribed in this thesis is designed

to be used during the design stage of an RPV video sen¡or payload. The basic

design of the antenna could be refined such that the antenna could be used

in a hostile environment, however those modification¡ have not been con¡id-

ered here, The antenna considered here consists of ci¡cular microstrip patch

a.ntennes arranged in an electronically steered array to obtain a lightweight

conformal antenna.

L.2 MicrostripAntennas

In a paper presenting an overview of microstrip ¿ntenna technology Carver and

Mink [3] presented the following history of the theoretical and experimental

Íesearch which had been carried out in the a¡ea of microst¡ip antenna design.

The paper covered the period from the midille 1950ts to 1981, starting with
the wo¡k done by Deschamps[4] ¿nd Gutton and Baissinot[5] on radiation from

microstrip discontinuities. F¡om that time until the early 1g70's wo¡k in the

are& was not widely published. Munson[6] patented a microstrip antenna in

1973 ¿nd published a pa,pe¡ on conformal microstrip antenn¿s and arrays[7]

in 1974. Munsonts work in developing conformal antennas for use on rockets

and missiles demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing microstrip antennas on



¿erial vehicles. Since the early 1970's meny pape¡s on microstrip antennas

have appeared in the literature,

Microstrip antennas are ideally suited for use on aerial vehicles due to their

low profile and the possibility of making them confo¡mal. Numerous papers

have been published on the use of microstrip antennas a¡ elements in arrays,

Sanford [E] demonstrated the feasibility of using an L-band microetrip phased

arrey on an aircraft for aircr¿ft to eatellite communications, Yee and Furlong

[9] designed and fab¡icated a lightweight fuselage integrated phased array for

an RPV. Microstrip antennas have been utilized as elements for the SEASAT

and SIR-A satellite arrays [10]. A number of papers have also been w¡itten on

the use of mic¡ostrip elements in arrays for use with the MSAT communication

system Il l] [12].

Microstrip antennas fall into th¡ee main categories; patch antennas, travel-

ling wave antennas end microstrip slot antennas [1f]. The microstrip element

chosen fo¡ use in this project is a microstrip patch antenna. A microstrip patch

antenna consists of a patch of conducting material separated from a ground

plane by a sheet of dielectric as shown in Figure 1.1. The patches can be of any

shape however regular geometric shapes are preferred due to the diftculty of

analyzing or predicting the performance of arbitrarily shaped patches. Typical

microstrip antenna patchee are circular, rectangular, elliptical, or annular in

shape. The &ntennas are usually fabricated on a special microstrip laminate

which has a uniform dielectric constant and a low loss tangent. Some typical

microstrip laminate materials are alumina and PTFÐ (Polytetrafluoroethy-

lene). The subetrate material is copper clad and can be processed by using

standard printed circuit board techniques. This keeps fabrication cost¡ down

while at the same time a consistent product is produced,

Microstrip antennas are lightweight and relatively thin compared to many

other types of antennas. They can be integrated into an aerial vehicle in such
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Figure 1.1: Simple Microstrip Patch Antenna

a manner th¿t the aerodynamics of ihe vehicle are relatively undieturbed. Mi-

crostrip antennas can provide linear or circular polarizations by proper choice

of feed locations, Because of their planar nature feed lines and discrete mi-

crostrip components can be integrated into the design of the backplane of the

antenna, In this manner a complete array with all of its associated control

electronics can be built in a single iow proffle antenna unit.

Microstrip antennas also have disadvantages, with their low bandwidth

being one of the areas of concern. Microstrip antennas are inherently low

bandwidth devices with bandwidths of only a few percent in their simplest

form. The antennas typically radiate into a hemisphere so that a number of

elements are required to obtain 360 degree coveräge. As the gain required

from ihe antenna inc¡eases the losses also increase due to ihe added feed lines,

power splitters and other disc¡ete microwave components. The performance

of the antenn¿ tends to be less than optimal in the endfire directions thus

limiting the usefulness of the antenna in some applications,



1.3 Scope of Thesis

Chapter 2 presents a review of some of the different types of antennas which

have been utilized on RPVs, The performance specifications of an antenna

used on an RPV for a video downlink antenna a¡e then presented.

Chapter 3 consists of a detailed analysis of circular patch microstrip anten_

nas. Microstrip elements operating in the ?M11, TM21, ot combined TMn *
T M21 modes are examined. Equations are derived describing the radiation pat-

te¡ns of elements radiating either linear or circularly polarized waves, Equa-

tions are also presented describing the polarization and directivity of the ¡e-

sulting microstrip antennas.

Chapter 4 contains background material on &rray theory and mutual im-
pedance efects on elements in an array. Three array configuratione are de_

ecribed and theoretical performance data is presented. The feed netwo¡ks

required by the various configurations are described along with the theory
required to cont¡ol the steering of the arrays.

Chapter 5 contain¡ descriptions of the elements that were designed and

const¡ucted to experimentally verify the operation of the dual mode ?Mrr +
?M¡r microstrip elements. The radiation patterne of the individual elements

and an array consisting of three elements are presented.

chapter 6 consists of conclusions based on the wo¡k presented in the earlie¡

chapters of the thesis and contains proposals for further work to be unde¡taken

to improve the con¡t¡uction and performance of the orrays presented,



Chapter 2

RPV Antenna Requirements

2.t Literature Survey

RPVs require antennas fo¡ use in transmitting and receiving widely diverse

types of data, The antennas may be utilized to transmit and ¡eceive commu-

nications data ranging from narrow band telemetry and command and control

data to wideband spread spectrum signals, RPV sensors such as synthetic

aperture radars (SAR) or electronic support meaEuree (ESM) receivers may

utilize antennas to acquire data fo¡ processing. In othe¡ operational roles an-

tennas may also be used to transmit jamming signals over large bandwidths.

The antenna examined in this thesis is used to transmit the output of a

video senso¡ from an RPV to the ground control station. The antenn¿ ie

designed for use in a resea¡ch and development environment and as such does

not have to meet many of the stringent electrical and mechanical specifications

of an operational antenna. The bandwidth of the antenn¿ can be substantially

narrower than that of an operational antenna that would possibly have to

handle spread spectrum encoded data. The sidelobes can be higher than would

be desi¡able in an operational environment where jamming and interception

of the downlink data were of concern.



Many types of antenn¿s have been considered fo¡ use on RpVs, in a study

by Foster and Williams [14] approximately twenty different antenna configu-

rations were detailed. The antennas examined included the following types:

r monopole

r notch

r slot

r printed dipole

r printed patch

r cavity backed spiral

r helix

r polyrod

a horns

¡ reflectors

. arrays

r travelling wave

¡ and lene antennas.

Low gain antennas have the advantage of having radiation patterns which

¿re close to omnidirectional. Low gain antennas a¡e euitable only for short

range use as the transmitte¡s on board an RPV are limited in their output
power. The single element medium to high gain antennag have relatively small

beamwidths when compared to the low gain antennas. In o¡der to use these

antennas they must be mounted on the vehicle in such a foshion that they can



be mechanicaily steered to point at the ground control station. This makes

these antennas bulky and unaerodynamic. This type of antenna is betüer

suited fo¡ u6e as a sensor antenna on an RPV ruch as part of an airborne ¡adar

system where the operational requirements dictate their use, Array attennas

have relatively high gain and have the capability of being steered electronically.

The arrays can be steered by using phase shifters or frequency sensitive feed

netwo¡ks. Phase shifters utilizing PIN diodes introduce losses in the feed

system which leduce the efficiency of the antenna system. Frequency scanned

arra,ys are less complex electrically but the transmit and receive electronic¡

have to be more complex lo cope wiih the data signal. The data signal has to

dynamically change in frequency to compensate fo¡ fluctuations in the antenna

steering angle caused by changes in vehicle attitude,

An operational RPV video link antenna should meet the specifications

shown in lable 2,1. For the purpose of this thesis a less demanding set of

requirements has been utilized. The antenna under conside¡ation in thie thesis

is designed to be used in a ¡esearch and development environment where the

antenna performance is of secondary importance to the control of the RPV

and the performance of the sensor package, In this environment the antenna

can have a lower gain and the sidelobes can be higher. The antenna does not

h¿ve to be steered over a full 360" in azimuth.

The basic requirement for the array in this application is to provide cov-

erege over as large an azimuth angle as possible with the gain being approx-

imately L6ilB as calculated in Appendix A. This antenna can be u¡ed as the

foundaúion for the design of ¿ more complex antenn¿ which would be suitable

fo¡ use in a hostile environment.

The RPVs which have been flown in Canada have been equipped with sim-

ple antenna systems consisting of monopole or microstrip slot antennas. These

antennes have provided basic transmission capability but have restricted the



Frequency Ð-Band

Bandwidth l0To

Beamwidth 5o Azimuth

ão Elevation

Steering Angle 360" Azimuth

*45" Elevation

Gain 30dB

Polarization Circular

Impedance 50 Ohm

Table 2.1: RPV Video Link Antenna Specifications

range and operating attitudes of the RPVs. These restrictions have been over-

come temporarily by using higher power transmitters and by mounting more

than one antenna on the vehicle and remotely switching between the antenn¿s

to obtain the best signal at the ground control station. The capabilities of

the onboard navigation end control systems have advanced to the stage where

the operational ranges of the RPVs now exceed the video downlink range, To

accommodate the longer ranges it is necessary to develop an antenna system

which has the gain required to provide a reliable video downlink signal. To

reduce the complexity of the design it is necessary to steer the antenna in
azimuth only and to provide a fixed wide beamwidth elevation pattern,

The azimuth beamwidth in conjunction with the allowable ripple in the

resulting composite pattern will dete¡mine the number of control bits required

by the phase shifters. Compromises may be made at this stage to facilitate the

fabrication of the antenna. The beamwidth of the antenna tends to spread out

at high steering angles from broadside. This efiect rnay result in a reduction

in the number of phase shifter cont¡ol bits required by the system.

The RPV will require at least two arrays with one unit located on each



side of the vehicle to provide the nearly 360o coverate required. The RPV wiìl

have blind spots in the fo¡wa¡d end rearwa¡d directions, however, the efect of

these blind spo¿s can be lessened through proper choice of flight profile.

2.2 Choice of Antenna

At the frequency of 2360 MHz required for this application, the physical di-

mensions of a mech¿nically steered antenna would be unmanageable. The use

of an electronically steered antenna consisting of an array of relatively low

gain antenna elements is practical, The available low gain elemente consist

of monopole, slot, printed dipole, or patch antenna elements, Physically the

antenna best suited fo¡ use on an RPV is the microstrip patch. Microstrip an-

tennas can be made conformal to the body of the RPV. A conformal antenna

is desirable as aerodynamically the antenna should not afrect the performance

of the vehicle. Microstrip antennas are also relatively thin and therefore use

very little of the internal volume, if any, of the RPV. The elements are e&6-

ily fabricated and the entire array including the feed network can be built

as a complete assembly. Microstrip elements are relatively nar¡ow bandwidth

devices, however, the bandwidth available is suitable for this requirement,

Circular polarization is available from microstrip patch autennas through the

choice of patch shape and/or feed arrangements.

10



Chapter 3

Analysis of the Circular Fatch

Microstrip Antenna

3.1 Introduction

The construction of a circular patch microstrip antenna is ehown in Figure 3,1.

The antenna consists of a circular patch of conductor separated from a ground

plane by a dielectric substrate. The dielectric substrate typically has ¿ dielec-

tric constant, e,, of between 2 and 10, The patch can be fed by a microetrip

line or by a feed probe.

Many approaches to the problem of mathematically analyzing the opera-

tion of circular patch microstrip antennas have been reported. The following

methods are desc¡ibed by Bahl and Bhartia [13];

r cavity model

o cavity model with feed source

¡ modal expansion model

r wire grid model



Figure 3.1: Circular patch microstrip antenna

r Gteents function method.

The cavity model is simple to uee, while still being useful in predicting the

performance of a circular patch microstrip ¿ntenna. The simplest cavity model

assumes that the source can be represented by a magnetic cur¡ent alone. Shafai

et al. [12] have improved on this model by assuming that both electric and

magnetic currents act ao sources. The improved cavity model aesumee that

these currents a¡e located at the physical spertute of the antenna instead of

at the air dielectric inte¡face as in the simple cavity model.

3.2 Cavity Model Analysis

The simple cavity model method a.6sumes that the microstrip antenna can be

modeled as an ideal cavity bounded by electric walls on the top and bottom,

and by a magnetic wall on the periphery. The improved cavity model a,ssumes

that the aperture of the antenna has a finiie admittance, This effect leads to

the addiiion of an electric cu¡rent source at the aperture, The total elect¡ic

L2



for

ffeld is the sum of the individual fields due to the electric and magnetic sources.

The cavity model assumes that the electric field within the antenna has

only a z-component. If the substrate is electrically thin, /r. ( À, the electric

ffeld is assumed not to vary in the z-direction and the component ofthe cur¡ent

normal to the edge of the patch is assumed to be zero. For simplicity the time

variation, ei¿'¿, has been suppressed in the following analysis,

The boundary value problem for the cavity model with no excitation is

given by:

(v3+h')E-o (3.1)

where E = 8,2 and k : ut/tte

Using the separation of variables technique [15] the following general eolu-

tion to the wave equation is obtained,

E, : [CJ^(k^ p) + Czy"(h" p)]l7scoanþ * Caainnþl (9.2)

where C1-Ca a¡e constants,

As the solution must be valid at p:0r then C¡:0 as y"(0) is equal to
infinity and the solution becomes unbounded. If the solution i¡ to be eymmetric

about { = 0 then Ca is also equal to zero. The solution has now been simplified
to

E,: CJ"(h. p)cosnþ (3,3)

whereCisaconstant.

The magnetic wall at p: ø imposes the boundary condition, å x.Ê - 0

where

ä: -=l-rv t ¡lJttp'

o<p< o

0<$<Ztr
0<z< h

13
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Table 3,1: Roots of Ji(k" ø) -O

This constraint results in
aE-

É_o (3.5)

at p = 6. Combining equations 3.3 and 3.5 yields the following eigenvalue

equation,

J'"(k" ø) :0 (3,6)

Equation 3.6 indicates that the solution is valid at the zeros of the Bessel

function of order n. These zeros defrne the operating modes, ?M,.-, of the

circular microstrip patch antenna, Table 3,1 lists the ze¡os of the first few

operational modes [13].

3.3 Linear Radiation Patterns

The ¡adiation pattern of a circular microstrip patch antenna can be found by

using vector potential functions [16]. The far-field radiation due to ¿n electric

current source J can be found by first evaluating the magnetic vector potential

À given by

Mode

(t'*)

Root

h',.ø

0'1

1r1

2.,1

012

3'1

0

1.84118

3.05424

3.83171

4.20rt9

Ã: # lll,,#^' (3.7)

where R is the distance from any point on the source to the observation point.

The á and / components of the radiated .E-fields due to the elect¡ic current

14



source can then be obtained from

E6 - -juA6
E6 = - juA6

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.11)

(3, r2)

Similarly the far-ffeld radiation due to a magneüic cur¡ent source fu can be

found by evaluating the electric vector potential F given by

,: * lll,tu"-!r' ao' (3.10)

The d and / components of the radiated .E-fields due to the magnetic current

cource &ie then obt¿ined from

E6 = - juqF6

E6 = { ju4F6

The required magnetic and electric surface currents are obtained as follows.

The antenna is ffrst modeled as a cavity with a magnetic eurface current on

the periphery, p = ø, tiven by

I! - zE*a

- zÐ,rxp
: 28,ó (3.13)

where .8, is obtained from Equation 3.3 and râ, is a unit vecto¡ normal to
the magnetic wall. The antenna is then modeled as a cavity with an electric

surface current on the periphery given by

lå : za*Ft

- zþ , ttoó

: 2HoL

15
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The magnetic field, I/¿, at p : 6 is given by

H4 : -goÐ" (3.15)

where yo is the wall admittance of the patch antenna, The factor of 2 arises

in the above equations as the antennas are ¿ssumed to be mounted on an

infinite ground plane. By using image theory the r¿diated fields in the upper

hemisphere can be obtained by using an equivalent source consisting of real and

imaginary sources. Equatione 3.13 and 3.14 are eubstituted into Ðquations 3.7

and 3.10 as shown in Appendix B and the d and / components of the magnetic

and electric vector potentials are found to be

-- ik¡
As : j"pahy"ø"L_ l"(kasind) sindcosn/ (3.16)

T
E --ikt

Fe = i"-\eah"-!" 11"-llttasin0) - J^¡{køsinl))cosnS (3.17)2r
p --ik¡

F6 : j"-t eah+:-(J"_1(eø sin d) + J"11(lcø sin d)) c os 0 ainnS2r
(3.1E)

Using Equations 3.8, 3.9, and 3.11 the far-field radi¿ted .E-ffelds are found to

be

E8

Ei

Ei

= - jn+L køhyor¡ ø""|l,grosin d) sin d cos n{

fk"t ++(J.11(hasind) - J^-1(køsin|)) cosng (3.20)

i"k"h+t(J"11(&a sin d) * J.-1(ftø sin d)) cos d sin z{

(3.le)

(3.21)

3.4 Circular Radiation Patterns

To obtain acceptable performance from an antenn¿ mounted on an RPV it
is desirable that the signal is not degraded by the relative attitude of the

16



Figure 3.2: ?M11 Feed Arrangement for Circular Polarization

RPV antenna to the ground station antenna. If the RPV antenna is circu-

larly polarized the effect of polarization mismatch at the receiving antenna is

minimized, A circular microstrip patch antenna can be designed to ¡adiate

circularly polarized radiation through the proper choice of {eed locations and

feed phase relationships. When a circular patch microstrip antenna operå.ting

in the ?M1¡ mode ie fed as shown in Figure 8.2 with Ez = j & the ¡adiation

will be circularly polarized. To simplify the equations in the following sections

let
--ikC:kh"

The linear far-ffeld components of the radiation pattern are then given by

Ei - -¡"+16ø^9" r¡E"J^(kø^sin d) sin d cos n ö (t.Zl¡
EE{ - j^Ca^f (J^+r(&ø" sin 0) - J^-1(ha^sin0))cosnþ (2.24)
E

Ef = j" C a"'f (J^+Jkø^ sin 0) + J^-r(ka^ ein d)) cos d sin n ó (g.25)

where a,., and go¿ are the radius and aperture wall admittances respectively of
an element operating intheTM,;- mode. The real parl of the wa.ll admittance

(3.22)

t7



as given by Shafai et al. [12] is

R(v"^) = h Ir* $#[(r+.o,' ]X,in r,.-/c" 
"o 

s hr)-lazrzsin'? ] sin lcrldo

(3.26)

where r = 2asini. The imaginary part of the wall admittance is given by [12]

x(s")_uese,Lø(r_fr.1

whe¡e A¿ = (ø" - ø) and

Aø, - ø(t+A)å

(3.27)

(3.28)

t = J!-b(f¡) + t.+t", + 1.77 +!{o.rut,-,+ 1.6s)l (3,2e)

The actual radius of the circular patch microstrip antenna is given by ø while

a" is an equivalent ¡adius which takes into account the efrects of the fringe

frelds on the periphery of the patch.

The total E6 and. E6 ffelds are given by

Ee : Eã+Ei
Eo=Ei

Eã?' : or\orEoLzJr(,Qo sin o) sin d cos /
while the Ej component due to E¡ is given by

Eã?' : ø1gol4o2qJy(lsasin 0) sin d cos (/ - 90)

= ø1yo1Eo2r¡J1(&ø sin á) sin d sin {

(3.30)

(3.31)

The ci¡cular polarization far-field patterns ol lhe T M¡ and T M2l modes ¿re

presented in the following sections.

3.4.1 TM11 Mode

Referring to Figure 3.2íotTM¡ mode operation the E! component due to E1

is given by

i

(3,32)

18
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Figure 3.3: ?M11 Mode Copolar Radiation pattern

The total Ef freld due to.E1 and Es is given by

EgT _ EåE'+ ø3u,

_ Cag"1r7J1(kø sin d) sin d(ð.r cos ö * E"zsinó) (a.fa¡

if ð2 = j.01 then

E\I = Corg"rlJr(frøsind)sin0E"1(cos þ+ j sin/)

= C Eoplyolt¡J{kø sin 0) ain Aeió

In a eimila¡ fashion the total Ef; and, Ey fields due to E1 and E2 are given by

Efr' = j\or?Qr}rolsind) - Js(Kø1sin0))eió 1r.eo¡

Ei{ = c orÛ:îQr(t orsin á) + Jo(Jf ør sin d)) cos deió (8.32)

The fa¡-field patterns oI lhe T M¡ mode are shown in Figure 3.8,

(3.35)



Figure 3.4: T M21 Feed Arrangement for Circular Polarization

3,4.2 TM21 Mode

When a circular patch microstrip antenna operating itr f,he T M2l mode is fed

as shown in Figure 3.4 the radiation will be circularly polarized. The far-field

patterns of. lhe TM21 mode are derived in a similar fashion to those of the

T M11 mode and are given by (Ea - j fu)

EåT = jC Eúø2yo2qJ2(ka2sinî)sinl¿izö (3.gg)
E!

Efr' = -carff1.t"(nø2 sind) - J1(Kø2ain0))ei2ô (8.g9)

Eid = ic*$Q"Ur'2 sind) * J1(Kø2sin0))cos0ei2ú (3.40)

The far-field patterns oI Lhe T M2l mode are shown in Figure 3,5.

8.4.3 Combined TM11 and TMzr Mode

The far field pattern can be shaped by combining the patterns of the ?M1¡

and. T M21 modes by stacking elements as shown in Figure 3.6. The resulting



Figure 3.5: T M21 Mode Copolar Radiation Pattern

t-
rr-F-riI¡i-

\- Coax Feed probes

Figure 3.6: Construction of a Dua.l Mode (?M11 and, TM2) Element
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Figure 3.7: Far-field Pattern of a Dual Mode (TM¡ and ?Ms1) Element

I ö:0" pløne, o ö:90o plane

far-ffeld pattern is given by (Et : Er)

EãT" = Cr¡E1ein 0(a1y"¡J1(tcal sin g)eiÓ 4
j ø2yo2J2(ka2 sin 0)eizó)

8fr1 : iCEj(or(Jr(ho1 sin d) - Js(Ka1sinl))eiö +

j a2(Js(kø2 sin 0) - \K a2sin á))eizó)

Ei| : CElcos0(a{J,(&ø1sind) * Js(Kø1siná))ejó 1
jø2(Js(ka2sin0) + Jr(Ka, siu t))ei'3ó)

and the far-field pattern is shorvn in Figure 3.7.

(3,41)

(3.42)

(3,43)



3.5 Polarization and Directivity

3.5,1 Circular Polarization

In the far field the spherical wave has only d and

represented by [17]

E:1øsâ+Eöó)ei.t

This can be rewritten as

/ components and can be

(3.44)

(3.45)E = Eo(ô+pLö)
E¿P"= E,

where p¿ is the linear polarization ratio which is a complex constant. In
general Equation 3.45 represents an elliptically polarized wave which includes

the special cases of linear and circular polarization. If pt : e*iî then the

wave is circularly polarized.

The tilt of the ellipse is given by r as shown in Figure 3.8. The axial ratio

(AR) is defined as

AR_ major øøie

where

mznoT a,ala
OA
OB

1 < .4.R _< oo (3.46)

If the polarization of the receiving antenna does not match that of the trans-

mitting antenna there is ¿ polarization mismatch and maximum power is not

transferred. When the transmit and receive antennas both have the same po.

larization and alignment maximum power will be transfe¡red, If the ante¡nas

are both circularly polarized and have the same sense of polarization, either

right hand or left hand, then maximum power will be transmitted independent

of their rotational alignment, Circularly polarized antennao are required for

23
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Figure 3.8: Polarization Ellipse

an RPV data link as the antennas a¡e not fixed in space and the relative angles

between the antennas vary.

Right and left hand circular poiarization can be deffned in terms of linear

components by two unit vectors given by

^1R = T|Q_iö)
^1L = iz(o+iö)

These vectors are used to define copolar and cross-polar components respec-

tively for a nominally right hand polarized wave. The right hand copolar

component of a spherical wave is given by

8". - it' .E (3.42)

and the cross-polar component is given by

E": L'.8 (3.48)



I1 lhe Es ¿nd Eó components of a spherical r¡/ave ate represented by
t E, - f(o)eióô (8.4e)

, Eø : _ie@.¡"i06 (3.50)

ì onil

Er - Ee* Eo

= lf@0 - jse)óleiô (3.51)

then the righi hand copolar component is given by
1^

, "". = ãG+iÐ.tf@o_ic@)öluió

: = 4fl¡py + jls(o)l)"ió (3.52)
\/Z

: or in a slightly difierent form as [12]
t,, 

E"o : 1â + iö) ñþc' : 
ifi,'"_ #8,(0,ó) (3.53)

\.1 ¿
. ønil

E" _ u+!ó).¡
\/z

: : (â + jö) r^ts 
^t, : ______F_Dz\srvl (8,54).. vz

: where the amplitudes of .81 and E2 are given by

' I 
ø,1 = h|¡(d)1, 

+ ls(a)1, +21Ír/)lls4)lcos(g¡ - 0)\î (3.55)

.: I ø¡ = #|¡(r)1, + ls(d)j, - 2lj(d)lls(d)ll cos(g¡ - g)\i (s.56)
:

¡ The gain patterns for copolar and cross-polar radiation components are given

i¡v

' ""'(,,'6¡-+""'lP{e"!)1", 
t*lu,Q) - 

^;.1F- 
(3.57)

, 
^ÍrrlD2(0,ó)1,G"(0,ö) (s.58)



where P¿ represents the total power radiated by the antenna due to a single

input.

8.5.2 Directivity

The directivity of an antenna is a measure of the intensity of the radiation

in the direction of the maximum to the overall average radiation intensity.

The¡efore directivity is given by [1E]

Directiuitg - 
maaimum radiatiøn inten 

.sitg = W- o,uero,ge rødiation intensitg - tls

The average radiation intensity is given by

1 1211 r1t
u" = ñ¡ J" Jn 

P(o'Ó)r, sinz ododÓ

which is the total radiated power divided by the area of a unit sphere.

P(0,ó) - tn1ø"A¡

-- 'rn1øru; - EøHãI

= fi1trtt,ø)l' + llö(o,ó)l')

where 4 : 1202¡ is the intrinsic impedance of free space and E6 : qH6 and

Eo -- -nHe in the far field. The directivity of the antenna is therefore given

by,

(3.5e)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

the following

D(0, dù : +Ì!Ect!'-Ð1'z I lÛo(o' ö)l')
ß" ff P(0,ó)sinr.d,od.S

The numerical results in the rest of this report are based on

approximation of Equation 3.62

D(0,ö)= - - 
atr[lÛe(o,Ó)l'+lg+(o,Ô)l']

Då-1, Djj, fl Ee (ma,0,,na,þ)12 * lE6(mL,0 ,nA{)lrl sin (rzÂd)AúA/
(3.63)

The gain and directivity of an antenna are ¡elated to one anothe¡ by the efr-

ciency of the ¿ntenna. Directivity can be obtained from radiation magnitude
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plots while gain is obtained experimentally in order io find the losses in the

antenn¿ and the feed netwo¡k.

3.6 Impedance

It is important to know the input impedance cha¡acteristics of an antenna to

enable proper matching of the antenna to the feed source. The amount of
power reflected by the antenna is related to how well the impedance of ihe

antenna is matched to the impedance of the source, The input impedance

of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the voltage to the cu¡rent at the

input terminals of the antenna with no load attached. The maximum power

is transfer¡ed to the antenna when the source and the antenna are conjugate

matched, that is when

Rs = R.t

Xs = -Xt

Where .Bs and .B¡ are the resistances of the source and antenna, respectively,

and Xs and X¡ are the reactances of the source and antenna, respectively.

The admittance of a circular microstrip patch antenna is given by [12]

n=ffrffirn" (3.64)

where yo is the self admittance of the patch as given by Equations 3.26 and 3.2?

and Yo is the admittance ofthe patch when it is fed at ø. The input resistance

of the ci¡cular patch microstrip antenna can be matched to the source by

properly choosing the feed point such that

#,=T(#)''.(vo) (3.65)

The resuits of ihese equations are not exact and the ffnal values may have to

be obtained experimentally. In experimental work by Antoszkiewicz et aJ. [19]
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the input impedance was shown to change noticeably when the size of the

ground plane was varied. This effect is of concern he¡e as the design equations

assume an infinite ground plane, In the case of the st¿cked elements used here

the size of the ground plane of the top element is deiermined by the size of

the bottom element.

The above equations do not include the efiect of the probe reactance on

the input impedance of the antenna. Nor do they include the efect on the

impedance of individual elements in the array due to mutua.l coupling between

elements in the array,
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Chapter 4

Array Design

4.1 ïntroduction

The microstrip patch elements analyzed in the previous Chapter have rel-

atively wide radiation patterns with correspondingly low directivities. If a

numbe¡ o{ these elements are operated together in unison the re¡ult is an ar-

ray antenna, The individual elements used in an array antenna are used to

replace a single large antenna which has greaier directivity. Array antennas

can be made to alter the pointing angle of their main lobe through the proper

choice of excitation phasing. The overall pattern of an a.rray antenna can be

modified by changing the geometric configuration of the array, the spacing of

the elements, the ¡el¿tive excitation in terms of amplitude and phaoe of the

individual elements and the radiation pattern of the basic element used in the

array.

A two dimensional planar erray as shown in Figure 4.1 was used to model

the RPV antenna under study. The antenna has 2 elements in the x-direction

and 8 or 10 elements in the y-direction. The elect¡ic field radiation pattern of
an array is given by

Eo,rou = (E 
"¡nnt" ¿"*"n )(AF)

29
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Figure 4.1: Two dimensional planar array

where E,¡,.r¡" ¿temen is the far freld rediation pattern of a single element located

at the origin and ,4F is the array factor. The array factor of a unifo¡mly excited

array is given by

Mtv
AF = Io t e("¡-rx,çd" lin 0 co;ôIþa) | e(n-lX*dr dn0rìnd+Ér) 

Ø,2)
m=l n=l

where d, and d, are the seperations of the elemente in the x and y-directions,

respectively, B" and, B, are the ¡elative phases between the elements in the x

and y-directions, respectively, and M and N are the number of elements in the

x and y-directions, respectively, By varying p, and, Bs the main lobe of the

ar¡ay can be steered to the desired location. The main beam can be pointed

in the d = 0o and / : {o direction by making the progressive phase shifts

between elements in the x and y directions equal to

þ, = -kd"sin 9¡ cos þ¡

þa : -kda sin 0s sin {e

(4.3)

(4,4)

The resulting main beam position may not be exactly in the d - 0o,, ö = óo



direction due to the pattern of the individual element used and the effect of

mutual coupling between elements in the array.

4.2 Mutual Coupling

When individual antenna elements are utilized in close proximity to each other

as in the case of an array the current distribution within the individual ele-

ments may be changed. The change in cur¡ent distribution alte¡s the radiation

pattern and input impedance of the individual elements. The input impedance

o{ an array element is dependent on the self impedance of the element in the ab-

sence ofothe¡ elements or surroundings as well ¿s the mutual coupling between

the element and its operational environment. In order to accurately control

the performance of an array it is necessary to know the active impedance of

the individual elements in the array so that their excitation can be adjusted

in phase and amplitude as required to obtain the de¡ired pattern. Shafai et

al. [12] has anelyzed the effect of mutual coupling between circular microstrip

patch entennas with the following results;

¡ Mutual admittance varies with the separation distance in a fashion sim-

ilar to a damped oscillation.

r E-plane coupling is stronger than H-plane coupling

An estimate of the performance of an array can be still obtained even if the

efects of mutual coupling are neglected.

4,3 Evaluated Arrays

Three diflerent planar array configurations of 16 and 20 elements in 2 x 8 and

2 x 10 configurations were examined. In two of the configurations the cent¡e

to centre spacing between the elements was va¡ied. The separations were
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Figure 4.2: ?M11 mode 2 x 8 array configuration

varied between the minimal acceptable spacing dictated by mutual coupling

effects and 1À. The minimum separations were chosen to be ,5) lor the ? Mg
mode elements and .7.1 for lhe TM21 mode elements. These separations left

slightly more than .1À separation between the edges of the patches. In all of

the cases examined the elements we¡e assumed to be uniformly excited and

radiation pattern calculations were carried out at ten degree inc¡ements in the

commanded pointing angle.

4.3.1 7M11 Conffguration

The T M¡ mode 2 x E array configuration is shown in Figure 4.2. Figures 4.3 to

4.11 show the radiation pattern of the array as it is steered from d = 0o úo 80o

in the / : 270" di¡ection when the element centre to centre spacing is ,5), The

arrays described in this thesis can be steered in both the d = 90" or ó = 270.

directions, ¿nd reference to one direction rvill imply similar results in the other

dirèction.

When the array is steered to broadside (A : 0") the first sidelobes ¿re

approximately 13.5d8 down from the main lobe which is consistent with a

figure of 13.3d8 for the array factor of a uniform line source. As previously

noted when the array is commanded to point in a particular direction the
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Figure 4.3: TMy mode 2xSarrayscanned loþ:270" and 0: O"

(+ d : o" plane,, o ó : 90' plane)
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Figure 4.4: ?Mrr mode 2 x 8 array scanned to $ _ Z70o anå 0 -
(ö :90" pløne)
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Figure 4.5: ?M11 mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ = 270" and 0 : 20o

(ë = 90' plone)

Figure 4,6: TM¡ mode 2 x 8 array scanned to / : 270o and, 0 =
(ö: so' Plane)



Figure 4.7: TM11 mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ : 2700 ¿nd á :
(ö = 90' plane)
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Figure 4,E: TM¡ mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ : 2Z0o and d :
(ó = eo' pløne)
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Figure 4.9: TM¡ mod.e 2 x 8 array scanned to $ : 270o and 0 =
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Figure 4.10: T M¡ mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ -- 270" and 0 =
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Figure 4.11: ?M11 mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ = 279. and d -- E0"

(ö = 90" plane)

main lobe may not point in that exact direction. This efect is illust¡ated in
Figure 4.12 rvhe¡e the actual pointing direction of the ma.in lobe is plotted

against the commanded direction. As the beam is scanned from broadside the

gain goes down as shown in Figure 4.13. At scan angles larger than 60o from

broadside in the / :901270' plane a grating lobe appears rvhich eventually

becomes as large as the main lobe of the erray as the array is steered to the

endfi¡e di¡ection (90" from broadside). As the separation between the elements

is increased the eflective aperture of the array i¡ inc¡eased and the direcúivity

of the array increases correspondingly. This trend reverses as the element

Eeparation approaches 1À as grating lobes appear in the radiation prttern and

the directivity of the main beam is decreased. Figures 4.14 to 4.16 show the

relationship between commanded and actual scan angles for configurations

with spacings of .6 úo 1.0 À.

Figures 4.19 io 4.23 show the effect of command angle on the directivity

of the main lobe and on the highest sidelobe. As the inter-element spacing is
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Figure 4,12: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array

with dæ : dV : .5À

increased the grating lobes occur at lower commanded scan angles ¿nd tend

to be larger than the main lobe at commanded angles close to endfire.

4,8,2 TM¡ ønd 7M21 Conffguration

The combined T M¡ and T M21 mode 2 x I array conffguration is the same as

that of the 1M11 configuration except for the use of the dual mode elements.

The radiation patterns of an array with an inte¡-element spacing of .7À for

commanded angles of 0 - 0' to 80o ¿re shown in Figures 4.24 to 4.32. The

gairr of the array at broadside is similar to that of a similarly sized, TM¡
mode array, As the commanded scan angle increases the sidelobes increase in

magnitude, however they never reach the same rnagnitude as the main lobe as

is the case in the ?M11 array.

The array has its maximum directivity when steered to approximately 20"

from broadside. This is due to the pattern shaping induced by the individ-

ual dual mode elements which have their maximum directivity at 32o from
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Figure 4.13: Gain ve¡sus actual steering angle for a T M11 r';.oð.e array with

tlæ=d,y:.5À

Figure 4.14: Aciual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array

with d¿ = ,5À, d.E = .g\



Figure 4.15: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array

with dæ : .5À, dg = .7À

Figure 4,16: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array

with d.a = .5)r dy = .8À



Figure 4,17: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array

rvith dø = .5), ds - .9À

Figure 4.18: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode array
with dø = .5À, dy - À
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Figure 4.19: Gain ve¡sus actual steering angle for a ?M11 mode array with

d,x = .5À, dy - .6^
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Figure 4.20: Gain versus actual steering angle for a T M¡ mode array with

dæ = .5À, dU = .l^
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Figure 4.21: Gain versus actual steering angle for a ?M11 mode array with
dn = .5À, dry - ,8^
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Figure 4.22: Gain versus actual steering angle for a T M11 mode array with
dæ : ,5À, dy = ,S^
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Figure 4.23: Gain versus actual steering angle for a ?M11 mode array with

dr: .5À, dg = À

broadside. The behavior of the array with respect to commanded angle and

actual pointing angle and the gain obtained are similar to those of ihe ?M11

mode. The directivity of the array decreases and grating lobes appear as the

array is scanned in the endfr¡e direction. These characteristics sre mtrch less

pronounced than in the T M¡ cale as the ¡adiation pattern of the dual mode

element has less magnitude in the di¡ection of the grating lobes.

When the spacing between elements in the y-direction is varied between .8À

and À, the grating lobes become more pronounced. Figures 4.33 to 4.36 show

the relationship between commanded steering angle and the aciual pointing

angle of the array as the inter-element spacing is changed. As the separation

between elements is increased the array can steer closer to the endfire direction,

Figures 4.37 to 4.40 show the efrect of inter-element spacing on the gain of the

main and largest sidelobe of the array as the spacing is changed. As in the

case of the ?M11 mode arra.y the sidelobe levels increase at high commanded

pointing angles as the inter-element spacing is increased.



Figure 4.241 Dualmode2xSarrayscanned to$:270" and d = 0o

(+ d = O" plane, o þ - 90' pløne)
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Figure 4.25: Dualmode2x8arrayscanned ioþ = 270o andá:10o
(ë = 90' plane\
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Figure 4.26: Dual mode 2 x E array scanned 1o þ : 270' and, 0 -
(ó = 90" plane)
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Figure 4.27: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned Lo þ - 270" and d =
(ó = 9o' plane)



Figure 4.28: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned io $ _ 27g. and d =
(ö :90' pløne)

Figure 4.29: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ _ 270. and g _
(ó :90' plane)
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Figure 4.30: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ = 279" and á :
(ö:90" Plane)
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Figure 4.31: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned to þ : 270o and d =
(þ - 9oo plane)



Figure 4.32: Dual mode 2 x 8 array scanned lo þ : 270o anð, 0 =
(ó = 9o' pløne)

Figure 4,33: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a dual mode array
with dø : dy : .7À
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Figure 4.34: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a dual mode array

with dø : .7),, dg : .g)

Figure 4.35: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a dual mode array

with do - .7À, d.g - .9À
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Figure 4.36: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a dual mode array

with do = .7À, d,V - À

Figure 4,37: Gain versus actual steering angle for a dual mode array

dø-ds-.7À



Figure 4.38: Gain versus actual steering angle for a dual mode array

d,a: .7À, dg: .e^

Figure 4.39: Gain versus actual steering angle for a dual mode array with
d,a: .7À, dy : .S^



Figure 4,40: Gain versus actual steering angle for a dual mode array with
d,ø : .7À, d! = À



4.3.3 TMn 20 Element Conffguration

The T M¡ 2 x 10 configuration as shown in Figure 4.41, is eimilar to thc

T M¡ 2 x 8 conffguration with 2 columns of elements added at one end. The

array is slightly smaller than the 2 x 8 dual mode array while still having a

directivity similar to ihe 2 x 8 dual mode array at broadside. The scan an-

gle and directivity characteristics of the T M¡ 2 x 10 configuration are shown

in Figures 4.42 and 4.43 respectively. At scan angles less than 55" the per-

formance of this array is close to that of the dual mode array while at scan

angles near endflre the dual mode array hes much better performance due to

its smaller grating lobes.

4.4 Array Feed Networks

4.4.L TM¡ A.rray

The Ttr[¡ mode 2 x 8 array is fed as shown in Figure 4.44. The input to
the array is split E-ways through the use of a corporate feed arrangement.

The outputs of the 8-way power divider feed phase shifters which are used

to control the scan angle of the array. Each phaee shifter is connected to ¿

2-way power divide¡ which in turn is connected to two 90o hybrids. These g0o

hybrids are used to feed one column of the array consisting of two elements

which are located next to each other in the x-di¡ection, The actual gain of

the 2 x 8 a.rray will be approximately 3.5d,8 lower thon its directivity if the

losses shown in Table 4.1 are assumed. The power dividers, phase shifters and

90" hybrids can be integrated with the array ¿nd constructed on a dielectric

substrate located behind the antenna elements.

The losses in the 20 element 2 x 10 array feed network would be slightly

higher as the 10-way power divider would have higher losses than the 8-way

power divider.
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Figure 4.41: ?M11 mode 2 x 10 array configuration

Figure 4,42: Actual versus commanded steering angle for a ?M11 mode 2 x l0
array with dæ - dy - .5À
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Figure 4.43: Gain versus actual steering angle for a ?M11 mode 2 x 10 array

with dø : dy : .5À

To one column of elements

Figure 4.44: T M¡ mode array feed netwo¡k



8-way power divider .75d,8

Pha¡e shifter 2.0d,8

2-way power divider .5dB

90" hybrid .25d8

Total 3.5d8

Table 4.1: Losses in TM¡ 2 x 6 array feed netwo¡k

4,4.2 TM¡ and TM2t 2 x 8 A¡ray

The feed network fo¡ the dua.l mode 2 x 8 configuration is shown in Figure 4.45.

The feed network is simil¿r to that ol the ?M11 array where an g-way power

divider feeds phase shifters used to control the scan angle of the array. Each of
these phase shifters is used to feed a 2-way power divider, One of the outputs

of the power divider is connected to a phase shifter which is used to cont¡ol
the phase of the signal supplied to lhe T M2l mode elemente, The phase shifter

is switched to 0o when the antenna is steered in the / = 220" direction and

is switched to 180o when the antenna is steered in the / = 0o direction, The

remaining part of the feed netwo¡k consists of 2-way power dividers and g0o

hybrids which are used to feed the individual elemente ¿s in the case of the
T IlI11 anay. Each element pair in the T M11 and T M2r 2 x E array requires

two extra 2-way power dividers, two ext¡a g0" hybrids and an 0 - 1g0o phase

shifter above that required by the ?M11 mode array. This amounts to 5 more

components for each element pair or 40 components for the ?M11 and TM21

2 x 8 array. The insertion loss of the dual mode array feed netwo¡k would

be approximately ldB higher than that of the single mode feed network fo¡ a

total ol. 4.5d.8 .
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To one column of array
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Figure 4,45: Dual mode array feed network
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4.5 Array Steering Control

The main beam pointing direction is controlled by the relative phase delay

inserted in the signal path to or from the elements in the array, The amount

of phase delay inserted in the feed network of each element is determined by

the range and ¡esolution of phase delay available ftom each phase shifter and

by the control logic executed by the array controller. The range of the phase

shifter refers to the totai phase shift available from the phase shifter. The

resolution of the phase shifter refers to the smallest increment by which the

phase can be varied, The arrays conside¡ed here require 1? steering po6ition6;

one at the broadside position and 8 positions on either side of the central

position. The differential phase shift between adjacent elements, B, is related

to the required steering angle from the endfire direction, tq, by;

þ = -kodcos 0o (4.5)

Where fr6 is the free space ìrvave number ¿nd d is the separation between

elements in the array. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the steering anglee available

from 4-bit phase shifters with resolutions oî.22,5o and 30o feeding arraye with
elements spaced .5À and .7,1 respectively.

4.6 .A,rray Size Estimates

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter the microstrip patch element

analyzed in Chapter 3 does not have the directivity required to use it alone as

an RPV data link antenn¿. In order to obtain the required gain the effective

aperture of the antenn¿ is increased by using a number of the patch elements

in an array configuration, The approximate directivity of an array is related

to the aperture of the array by [21]

G = lDlogn{r A
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p go B go

-22.5

-45,0

-bf.ò

-90.0

112.ó

i35,0

157.5

180.0

82.82

75.52

67,98

60.0

5L.32

41.4t

28.96

0.0

0.0

22.5

45.0

bf.b

90.0

712.6

135,0

157.5

180.0

0.0

97.18

104.48

r12.02

120.0

128.68

138.59

151.04

180.00

Table 4.2: Sieering angles for an array with .5.1 spacing and a 4-bil 22.5"

resolution phase shifter

B 0o B 0o

-30.0

-60,0

-90.0

-120.0

-150.0

- 180.0

-210.0

-240.0

83,16

76.23

69.08

61.56

53.47

44,42

33.56

t7.75

0.0

30.0

60,0

90.0

120.0

150.0

180.0

210.0

240.0

90.0

96.84

t03.77

110,92

11E.44

126.53

135.5E

L46.44

t62.2t

. Table 4.3: Steering angles for an array rvith ,7À spacing and a 4-bit 80,0"
:I ¡esolution phase shifter



where A is the area of the array in À2and G is the gain of the array in dB.

The approximate half-power beam width (HPBiry) of an array is related to

the length of the array in that direction by

- 57.3"Àt¿- _
L

where L is the length of the array in meters and á is the HPBW of the antenna.

To obtain a gain of 16d,8 as required for the RPV antenna the antenna is

designed to have a directivity oI lgdB to allow lot \dB of losses, therefore the

effective aperture must be

(4.7)

19 = l\lognL¡¡A

A = 6.32

(4.8)

(4.e)

Ifan array is built using two rows of dual mode elements spaced .ZÀ apart then

the vertical dimension of the array will be 1.3). The ho¡izontal dimension of
the array must then be at least 4.9À in length. If the ho¡izontal elements are

also spaced .7À apart then a minimum of 7 horizonúal elements are required.

The arrays desc¡ibed in the previous sections had 8 or mo¡e columns to enable

symmetric power splitting between the columns and to provide the extra gain

required to compensate for any losses within the individua.l antenna elements.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction

In order úo verify the model for the dual mode circularly polarized antenna pre-

sented in Chapter 3 eeve¡al antenna elements were fabricated, The impedance

characte¡istics of the elements were measured and the elements we¡e tuned

to a common frequency, The tuning of the elements w¿s done by modifying

the ¡adius of the radiating patch. The radiation patterns of the individual

patches were measured along with the radiation patterns of a linea¡ array of

three patches.

The fabrication of these patches also provided insighi into the added com-

plexity of building the dual mode elements over that involved in building the

single mode elements.

5.2 þlement Design

The element design was based on the theoretical work presented in Chapter 3.

The initial variables used in the design process are the desired frequency of

operation f and the dielectric constant e" of the subst¡ate used to fabricate
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the elements. The design is carried out using the following steps;

1. The efrective radius of the circular patch is given by [13];

a' = k,,,'"aC- zrf,{Ç (5.1)

where the value of Ç,,, ø is given by Table 1.1 and C is the speed of
light. Given a desired frequency of operation l, = 2g60 MI{z and a

substrate with a dielect¡ic constant of e" = 2,5 the efiective ¡adii of lhe

patches are 2.366 ctn and 3,908 crn for the TM¡ anð. ?M21 mode patches

respectively.

2. The effective ¡adius of the disk takes into account the fringe fields on

the edge of the actual patch. The actual patch ¡adius can be found by

solving for ¿ in the following equations[12];

@" : @(1+A)å

a - 3!-Fn 
{¡ + t.+t,, + t.?7 + !l.rur,,+ 1.65)l

The solution is obta.ined by iteratively choosing values for o ¿nd com-

paring the result for ø" with the one previously calculated, A new value

for ¿ is chosen by adding ¿ co¡rection factor based on the e¡ror in the

value of a" to the old value of a. In this case the resulting values of
ø arc 2.209 czr¿ and 3,760 crn for the 7M11 and T M21 mode patches

respectively.

3, The loc¿tions of the feed probes can be obtained using the impedance

equations given in Chapter 3, To obtain an input resistance of 50 O
the input probes would be located at radii of ,47 qn and,1.4 crr¿ fo¡ the

T M¡ and T M21 mode patches respectively.

The resuits obtained using the procedure outlined above are only approxi-

mate and provide a starting point for experimentally fine tuning the elements

in the laboratory.
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5.3 Element Fabrication

The elements were constructed on a sheet of 1.5875 mm Oak 601/GX substrate

with a dielectric constant of 2.5. The T M¡ mode elements were etched on

the top surface of the laminate and identically sized patches we¡e etched on

the othe¡ side of the laminate directly unde¡ the upper patches. The outer

conductors of the coaxial feeds for lhe TMr mode elements are ¡oldered to

the patches on the ¡ear side of the ?M11 mode elements. These patches are

used to ensu¡e good contact with the top surface of the T M2l mode elements

which are used as the ground plane fo¡ the ?Mrr mode elements. The TM21

mode elements are etched on ihe top surface of the subst¡ate and the copper

foil on the bottom side of the substrate is left for use as the ground plane.

After the elements have been etched the individual elements are cut out and

separated into sets oI T M¡ and T Mzt mode elements for assembly. The sets

of elements are aligned and holes are drilled for fasteners. The holes required

for the coaxial feeds are located and drilled and the coaxial feed lines are

soldered onto the antenna elements. The elements are then assembled into the

compieted dual mode antenna,

The f¿bricated patches had radii of 2.2 c¡n and 3,748 cm for the ?M11

and T M21 mode patches respectively. The sizes of the actual patches differed

slightly from the desired sizes due to inaccu¡acies in the photographic reduction

of the artwork and in the etching process.

The T M¡ mode feed point v¡e6 located at a radius of .649 cm and the

T M21 mode feed point was located at a radius of 1,E5 cr¿.
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6,4 Single Element

5.4.1 InputCharacterisúics

The input characteristics of a single element were measured using an HP8410

Network Analyzer. The approximate resonant frequencies of the radiating

patches were measured as being 242t M H z for the ?M11 mode patch and

2373 M H z fot the T M21 mode patch. The measured resonant frequency is

slightly diferent from the c¿lculated resonant frequency as the calculated value

is based on the cavity resonance in the absence of feed probes. The mea-

sured resonant frequency is defined as the frequency where the ¿ntenna is best

matched to a source impedance of 50 O.

In o¡der to evaluate the dual mode elements & common operating frequency

had to be found for ¿ll of the element feed points. It is dificult to change the

resonant frequency ol. lhe TM21 mode elements as they are sandwiched be-

tween the two sheets of substrate. The operating frequency of the TM11 mode

elements c¿n be modified by changing the size of the exposed radiating patch.

This is done by using copper tape to increase the size of the patch. Increasing

the size of the patch lowers the resonant frequency of the patch, A common

opero,ting frequency o12385 M H z was chosen as the operating frequency after

measurements were made of ¿Il of the T M21 mode patch resonant frequencies,

Afte¡ a series of trial and error experimente the TM¡ mode patches were

incre¿sed in size to 2.26 ctn. The resulting resonant frequencies of the experi-

mental dual mode antenna elements are shown in Table 5.1.

From this table it can be seen that the resonant frequencies of the individual

inputs spanned a range from 2376 to 2389 MHz. Althotgh the inputs of all

of tlre elements could not be exactly tuned to 23E5 MHz this frequency waa

still chosen as the common operating frequency. As shown in T¿ble 5.2 all

of the elements had reflection losses of at least -11,5 dB at this frequency.

Figures 5.1 to 5.3 are plots of input frequency versus return loss fo¡ the three



Element Number Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4

1

2

3

2381

2376

23E4

2383

2379

2384

23E1

2381

2388

2380

2380

2389

Table 5.1: Final experimental values of resonant frequency (MHz)

Element Number Input I lnput 2 Input 3 Input 4

1

2

3

2t.5

16,0

23.8

19.0

18.0

18.0

13.0

12,0

11.5

19.5

15.0

15.0

Table 5.2: Return Loss (dB) af 23eí MIIz

dual mode elements. From these frgures it is evident that the ?M11 mode

ps.tches were in general better matched than the TM21 mode patches. The

bandwidth oI lhe T M¡1 mode patches were also wider than that of the ?Ms1

mode patches,

The variations in resonant frequency and ¡eturn loss can be attributed to

inaccuracies in the construction of the elements and to the placement of the

feed probes. The ?Mrr mode patches lvere modifled by covering the original

etched patches with copper tape which was then cut in the shape of a circle

with the aid of a sharp knife and a compa.ss. This resulted in the new patchee

being slightly irregular in shape and not being perfectly circular as required.

The irregular shape of the patches would cause the two inputs to the patch

to have slightiy diferent ¡esonant frequencies. The two feed probes of each

of the unmodified T Mzt mode patches had very closely matched resonant

frequencies with the diferences probably due to measurement accuracy. The

diffe¡ent values of return loss measured at the ?M11 mode inputs are probably

due to diffe¡ences in feed probe location and in the quality of the feed probe
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Element Number Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4

I
2

3

.031

,118

.018

.055

.069

.069

.223

.283

.319

.049

.140

.140

Table 5.3: Mismatch Loss (dB) al, 2385 M II z

connection at the element. The feed probe consists of a short length of semi-

rigid coax. The outer conductor of this cable is cut back to expose the centre

conductor of the cable which is inserted in a hole in the element and soldered

to the radiating patch. The outer conductor is soldered to the ground plane of

the eìement. When these soldered connection¡ ¿¡e m¿de the dielectric insulato¡

in the cable expands and tends to push the connection apart. The break or

Beparation in the connection causes a misma,tch at the connection. This eflect

also exists at the connector end of the feed probe.

The larger valuee of return loss measured at Lhe TM21 mode inputs are

likely due to a, poore¡ choice of feed probe location than in the ?M11 mode case.

Another factor may be the passage oî.lheTM¡ mode feed probes through the

T Mzt mode element.

The mismatch losses corresponding to the return losses shown in Table 5.2

are provided in Table 5.3. These values are used latter in this chapter to

calculate the directivity of the test antennas.

6,4.2 Radiation Patte¡n

Radiation patterns of the individual elements were recorded in the anechoic

chamber, A rotating linear element was used to illuminate the antenna unde¡

test. The resulting radiation patterns are shown in Figures 5.4 through 5,6.

The measured gain of the antennas is referenced to that of a calibrated horn

entenne. The recorded pattetns are similar in shepe to the theoretical patterns
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generated in Chapter 3. Diferences between the theoretical and measured

patterns can be attributed to many sources some of which are, the use of a
finite ground plane, and the uneven excitation of the feed probes due to poor

maiching. The elements have axial ratios (AR) of between l.b d,B anð.2,0 d,B

at the predicted beampeak position ol 0 = gZ,. The existence of these high

axial ratios is to be expected for the same reasons that the measured patterns

are not identical with the iheoretical patterns.

The theoretical ¡esults obt¿ined in Chapter 3 predici that the elements

should have a directivity oÍ 7,82 tlB at 0 - g2o . The feed network used during

the testing of the individual elements is shown in Figure 5.2. The directivity of
the test elements can be calculated from the radiation pattern plois generated

by the rotating linear antenna source antenna plus the specifications of the

feed netwo¡k components. The axial ratio of the test element can be read

directly from the radiation pattern plot as the distance between the maximum
and minimum values of the sawtooth shaped data curve at the desired angle.

The maximum values of the sawtooth curve represent the major axis of the
polarization ellipse which is equal to the sum of the copolar and cross-polar

components of the field. The minimum values of the sawtooth curve represent

the mino¡ axis of the polarization ellipse which is equal to the difrerence of the

copolar and cross polar components of the field. The peak gain of element I
occurs at 0 = 24" and. the axial ratio at this point is approximately 2.6 dB as

shown in Figure 5.4. To obtain the directivity of the antenna in terms of the
right hand circular or left hand circular componente the use of a polarization
correction f¿ctor is necessary. The polarization correction factor is given by

L'"U,B) = 6,02 - zolog (r + *)AR' (5.2 )

A further correction denoted by Lo oî. J.0r dB must be added to the test
data to compensate for the use of the linear source antenna with a circularly
polarized test antenna. Table 5.4 lists the location and magnitude of the peak
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Figure

plane

5.4: Element 1 radiation pattern, Top:/ - 90o plane, Bottom:{ : Qo
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Figure 5.5: Element 2 radiation pattern, Top:/ : g0o plane, Bottom:/ : Qo

plane
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Figure 5.6: Element 3 ¡adiation pattern, Top:/ - 90o plane, Bottom:þ : Q'

plane



Element Number cain(dB) 0. AR Lo"

1

2

3

3.09

1.66

1.96

24

t2

24

2.5

i.5

2.0

1.16

.72

.s4

Table 5.4: Polarization co¡rection factor at the peak gain position of the indi-

vidual elements

To one element
E2 E3

Figure 5.7: Single element feed network

gain and the corresponding axial ratio along with the polarization co¡rection

factor for each of the elements. The value of the peak gain location fo¡ element

2 is misleading as the actual test pattern has a wide a.lmost level section from

0 = 36o to d = 0". At 0 = 2t' the gain of the element is less than I dB

down from the peak wit,h an axial ratio of nearly zero. This results in the gain

being nearly equal to the peak gain when the polarization correction factor is

included.

To obtain the direciivity of the antenna the losses due to the feed network

must also be included. The specifications of the feed network components are

given in Table 5.5. The insertion loss of the feed network is approximately

1.L dB iÎ .l d,B is allowed for losses in the cable. A further 3 dB loes occurs

as a result of substituting a 4-way power divider for the required 2-way power

E4E1
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Component Manufacture¡ and Model Insertion Loss

4-way

Power Divider

Mini-Circuits

ZA,4PD-4

.50 dB

90" Hybrid ARRA

4164-90

.25 dB

Table 5,5: Feed netwo¡k component specifications

Element Gain (dB)

1

2

3

8.7E

7.79

7.87

Tabie 5.6: Directivity of ihe test elements (dB)

divider, The unused ports of the 4-way power divider were terminated in

matched loads. The directivities of the test elements wiih all of the losses ¿nd

correction factors included are shown in Table 5,6, The directivities obtained

are higher than those calculated previously in Chapter 3. The inc¡ease in

directivity is again likely attributable to the finite ground plane used and üo

distortions in the predicted pattern caused by uneven excitation at the 4 feed

probes.

5.5 Array

5.5.1 Introduction

A three element linear array with an inter-element separation of.7 À was built

using the three elements described in the previous section, The arra,y \{as

tested in the ¿nechoic chamber ¿nd radiation patterns were obtained with the

array steered in the broadside direction and 30o,60o, and E0" from broadside.
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To one

E2

element
E3 E4

Figure 5.8: Three element array feed network

These angles were chosen to allow observation of the performance of the array

over a large range of steering angles within the limited time available. The

feed network used for the three element array is shown in Figure 5.E.

6.6.2 Radiation Patterns

The array was steered by introducing phase shifts into the feed paths of the

individual elements as required, This was accomplished through the use of

sections of semi-rigid coax which had been cut to the required length. The

length of the cable required for a particular phase shift is determined by the

following relationship

(5.3)

tr" is the length of the cabie required to introduce a phase shift of P¡o". 
"¡¡¡¿

degrees at a frequency eclual to /. C is the speed of light and V, is the velocity

of propagation in the cable. Tables 5.7 and 5,8 list the phase shifts required

, - 
Phor" thi¡t Vp C

"" - 360" ¡



Steering Angle Element 1 Element2 Element 3

0" 0 0 0

30" 0 t26 252

600 0 2t8.26 436.5

800 n 252 504

Table 5,7: Phase shifts required to steer antenna to 30o, 60o, and E0" from

broadside.

Steering Angle Element 1 Element2 Ðlement 3

00 0 0 0

30" 0 3.055 6.11

60" 0 5.29 10.58

800 0 6,11 12.22

Table 5.8: Cable lengths (cm) required to steer antenna to 30o, 60o, and 80"

from broadside.

at each element and the length of cable required to steer the array to 30o, 60o,

and 80o from broadside.

The calculated and measured ¡¿diation patterns of the three element array

are shown in Figures 5.9 to 5.12. The ove¡all shape of the experimental pat-

terns matches that of the ca.lculated patterns. The deep nulls of the theoretical

patterns are not reflected in the experimental data. This effect may be due

to several factors, the efects of mutual coupling between elements, the uge of

a finite ground plane, and the diflerences in pattern between the individual

elements u6ed in the array, The radiation patterns of the individual elements

did not match each other or the predicted radiation pattern exactly so it is

not surprising that the array patterns are not exactly as predicted.

The directivity of the array c¿n be obtained in the same fashion as th¿t of

lhe individual elements. There is additional ioss in the feed network due to the
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Figure 5.9: Radiation pattern of the 3 element array steered lo þ - 270o,

d : 0". (Top: Calculated, Bottom: Measured)



Figure 5.10: Radiation pattern of the 3 element array steered to $:279o,
d:30". (Top: Calculated, Bottom: Measured)



Figure 5.11: Radiation pattern of the 3 element array steered Lo þ = 27go,,

,:60". (Top: Calculated, Bottom: Measured)
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Figure 5.12: Radiation pattern of the 3 element array steered to þ:279o,,
d = 80". (Top: Calculated, Bottom: Measured)
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Steering Angle Actual Angle Directivity (dB)

00 1 11.8

300 28 13.4

60" 51 10.2

800 60 9.3

Table 5.9: Commanded steering angle versus actual angle and directivity,

Figure 5.13: Commanded versus actual steering angle for the three element

array

extra cabling and the three wa,y power divider used in the array. The ineertion

loss of the three way power divider is approximately .75 d,B and insertion loss

of the extra cables is assumed to be .1 dB, Table 5.9 shows the commanded

steering angle of the array and the actual angle and magnitude of the peak

directivity. This data is also shown graphically along with the predicted values

in Figures 5.13 and 5.14.

The overali performance of the experimental array is similar to that ob-

tained theoretically.



Figure 5.14: Gain versus actual steering angle for the three element array



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

The first chapter presented background material on the use of RPVs. RPVs

represent a large investment for many military and civilian organizations, As

such they require reliable cont¡ol and d¿ia links to monitor the performance

of the vehicle and to obtain data from onboard sensor6.

The second chapter presented the selection criteria for the RPV downlink

antenna and the reasons why a microstrip a,rra,y was chosen. A microstrip

array \ryas chosen as microstrip a¡rtenna elements are thin, lightweight, and

can be made conformal to the fuselage of an RPV. Once designed microstrip

a.ntennas are relatively simple to fab¡icate and install on an RPV.

The third chapter presented analytical analyses of circular patch microstrip

antennas operating in various modes and combinations of modes. The far-

field radiation patterns oI T My, T M21, and, dual mode elements were derived.

Background material on polarization and directivity was presented along with

equations for the input impedance of circular patch microstrip antennas.

The fourth chapter began with a sho¡t review of array theory which was

then applied to three diferent array configurations, The performance of the
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three arrays was then examined. The feed networks required for the arrays

were described and the ca.lculations used to determine the required size of

arrays were presented.

The fifth chapter described the experimental work which was done in sup-

port of this project. The experimental work consisted of building three ci¡cular

patch microstrip elements a.nd testing them both individually and in a three

element configuration.

6.2 Study Results

Of the three array configurations examined in Chapter 4 only thr: dual mode

array had a directivity, noi including losses, of at least 16dB ovt:r the entire

commanded scan angle range from b¡oadside to endfire. The directivity of the

T Mt moðe arrays fell below 16dB between actua.l scan angles of 45" to 53'

when commanded to high scan angles from broadside. The directivity of the

?.1ì11¡ mode arrays could be increased by adding more elements to the arrays,

however, the directivity would still drop off sharply at high scan angies due to

the energy contained in the grating lobes. The use of the dual mode element

in the array ¡educes the influence of the grating lobes as the elenrent pattern

is much lower in the direction of the grating lobes,

If endfire operation is not required and the array is only required to scan

to approximately 50" from broadside then the use of ?Mrr elements in the

array is desirable. The TM¡ mode elements are much simpier to fabricate

and the whole array including the feed network can be built on a single sheet

of substrate material. An array utiiizing dual mode elements would require

two sheets of substrate mate¡ial to be etched, aligned and fastened together.

The more complex feed network could still be constructed on the substrates,

however, feed throughs would be required to connect to the upper elements.

The extra material and labor involved would make the ûnished antenna much
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more expensive to produce ihan a single mode array.

The feed networks used in both the single and dual mode arrays could be

greatly simplified through the use of an element which only required a single

feed point to produce circularly polarized ¡adiation. The elliptical microstrip

antenna described by Shen [23] might be a suitable element. This would reduce

the number of 90" hybrids required by the array.

6.3 Recommendations For Future Study

As noted in the previous section, the use of a different element should be inves-

tigated to simplify the design of the feed networks. The new element should

also have a higher operational bandwidth. The bandrvidth of the elements

used in this thesis was suitable for this particular application, however higher

bandwidths will be required in the future.

This study has not included the effects of mutual coupling or the size of the

ground plane on the performance of the array. Future studies should include

these effects to obtain better predictions of the performance of the array. All
of the models in this thesis assumed that the array \vas uniformly excited.

Fufure studies should examine the efect of tapering the excitation to improve

the performance of the array.

To completely verify the performance of the dual mode array a full size

model should be fabricated and tested. The array could be tested in both

the laboratory and on an RPV in an operational environmenú. The predicted

performance of the array suggests that it may be a viable antenna for use on

an RPV.
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Appendix A

Data Link Calculations

To determine the gain required for the RPV data link antenna it was necessary

to perform a data link budget analysis. The following parameters were used

to estimate the performance of the system.

Operating Frequency Í
Transmitter power P7

Transmitter System Losses Ly

Transmitter Antenna Gain Gr

Transmission Loss Lps

Muitipath Loss L¡a

Receiver Antenna Gain Gp

Receiver System Losses Lp

Receiver System Temperature Ts

Receive¡ System Bandwidth Btr
Required Signal to Noise SIN

Boltzmann's Constaut k

The required gain is then given by

S IN L,TLMKTSBIFLS

GnPr

E8

Gr= (A.1)



Table 4.1: RPV system parameters

The values used fo¡ the link analysis in Equation A..1 are shown in T¿ble 4.1.

The antenna gain is calculated to be I5.7d,8, The actual antenna mu6t have

a higher directivity th¿n this to compensate fo¡ the efficiency of the antenna

system.



Appendix B

Derivation of the Far Field

Radiation Patterns
.

r The electric fa¡ field patterns due to electric and magnetic current sources

. ure calculated in the following manner [12] [20]. The geometry utilized in the

, derivation is shown in Figure 8.1.

:
:.

. g.f Vector Potentials
:

i 8.1.1 Magnetic Vector Potential

I fhe magnetic vector potential ã is given by

u: h I"^ I"'" , " lon od.ó, d.,, (8.1)

. whe¡e J is an electric surface current over the surface at
:

:

1 012 lB.2ì
i': zlh (B.B)

,. r't + g'' = o' (8.4)

,. 0' : 900 (8.5)



lRl = \,|r'z - a2 - Zrøsin0 cos (d - d')

Figure 8.1: Geometry of ihe Circular Patch Microstrip Antenna

forr))a

using the binomial expansion and keeping the fi¡st two te¡ms leaves

for phase te¡ms and

lÃl -r-asinícos(S-g')

l.El -.

Iå: zuo¿

E6 = -yoEo cos nó'
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for amplitude terms.

The electric currenl source can be assumed to be approximated by a line

cu¡rent if /¿ << ) leaving

(8.6)

(8.7)

(B.E)

(B.e)

(8.10)

(8.11)

lBl = 1lr, - Zrasiní cos(g - St)

where



The magnetic vector potential is given by

A=þoh î'" l"-tr* ,^,= 4* l" t , of' (8.12)

this current is transformed from cylindrical coordinates tc epherical coordi-

nates using the following transfo¡mation

sindcos(/- /') sindsin(t'- /') cosd

cosúcos(/- /') cos0sin(S - S') - sin9

- sin(l - {') cos(þ - þ') 0

T,

T..

T.

T,

Ts

TÔ

This results in a line current

iã:Zg"E"sin0cosnþ'd

Equation B.12 can be rvritten as

, pøhU"E^ t-"" 
rrnd I cos n6, ¿iko "inl co{ô-6,) ¿6r^t= zn , Jo

Using the following change of variables

_öu

-d.ó"

(8.13)

(8.i4)

(8.15)

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

(8.1e)

(8.20)

(8.21)

and by letting

Equation 8.15 becomes

ô" = ö-ö'
d,S" - -tlþ'

- PøtY"E"e-ih' , 
^u = 

--slnd

2¡î

o, = -, tl_"'- cosn(þ - ó )eitß,,\|co'þtt dôtt

Using another change of variables,

öIt

d.ó''



leaves
12"

Au = c 
Jo 

cosz(/ * óttt)ejkd'i".eco'ót¡I döttt (8.22)

After using the following relationships [22]

rj"J^(z) = t." "o"(nó)uizco.ö 
dö (8.23)

and

J"(-z) _ (-r)J"(z) (8.24)

the equation for .4¿ becomes

As : j^ pahy"E""] :..^!ro 
"in 

e) sin d cos z/ (B.25)

8.1.2 Electric Vector Potential

The magnetic cu¡rent source can be assumed to be approximated by a line

current if å << À leaving

I! : zE,ô (8.26)

where

E, - EocosnSt (8.27)

The electric vector potential is given by

F = 
eøh [r" ,ú, "-tr* ,^,- 4" l" *ior' (B'28)

This current is tr¿nsformed from cylindrical coordinates to spherical coordi-

nates using the transformation given in equation 8.13. This results in the line

current components given by

Ii = zø" cos d sin (/ - S') cosnS'l (8,29)

and

1; - zø"cos (þ - þ') cosnþt $ (8.30)



therefore

Fo = 
ealE" e-ik' 

"o, 
d /'"rin1¿ - ö') cosn¿ ¿ikocin, coa(ô-ötl ¿6r (B.al)- 2t¡ r Jo

Using the following change of va¡iables

ö" : ó-ö'
iló" : -d,ö'

¿ _ ,!!!2"-i*' 
.o" g2rr

Fe = -C [-o'" "rnó" "orn(g - 6'¡";t"'i^0,"osþ" dó (8.45)

After the following change of variables

and by letting

Equation 8.31 becomes

(8.32)

(8.33)

(B.34)

(8.36)

(8.37)

öIt _ _óu

ilö"' : -dó'

the equation for .t'p becomes

F, - 'c 
lÔ-o"" "in þ" (cos nþ" cosn$ ¡ sinn$tt sinn$)¿ihatin| coa'ö" d,ö" (8.38)

The first term of the integral has a value of zero due to the multiplication of

odd and even functions, leaving

',: -c Il-""" "in/'tsinzr/'tsin 
n6"ikaa,,r,.cotÓ" ¿6n

* : ,":!Y 
!r'"1.o, 1r, - t)ó, -cos (z { 7)ó,)eika'iÍL0co.+" dött

After using the relationships in Ðquations 8.23 and 8.24 the equation

becomes

t¡ -- jk,
Fe : j"-t eoh"f|;(1"-t{tt" 

"in 
0) + J"¡1(,bø sin 4)) cos t sin nd (8.41)

(8.3e)

(8.40)

for F6



similarly 14 is derived as follows

^ eøhÛ. "-ikr ¡zrFÁ: -------: / cos (/ - ó,) cos nþ,¿ik"sìne cot(Ó-ôt\ ¿6r (8.42)- 2¡r r Jo

Changing variables

and letting

leaves

ö" : ö-ó'
iló" : -iló'

c- eahE. ¿-ik'
2rr

ó''
d.ó''

-ö'

-d.ó'

(8.43)

(8.44)

(B.45)

(8,47)

(8.48)

Fë - -c [,ö--"" "o"4'"o"n(þ - $")eiko"inê 
co;Ô'it ¿6rr (8.46)' Jö-o

Using another change of variables

leaves

¡211

Fo = c Jo cos{"(cosn$"'cosnþ - sin nþ"' sin n/)¿Jeo'i"d co'ô"' dóttt (B.49)

The second term of the integral has a v¿lue of ze¡o due to the multiplication

of odd and even functions, leaving

f6 - C [" cos þ"' cos nþ"' cos nþ"itca úne cotótl. ¿6"' (8.50). 
Jo

Fþ - c"oYö 
to'" 

{"o"{o - 1)ö"' +cos (,, * 1)ö!t)eiha'ineco'Ó" dött (8.51)

After using the following relationships in Equations 8.23 and 8.24

F6 - i"a eøhg]{{t^-r1o""in0) - J^a1(køsin d)) cos zr.{ (8.52)
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